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Frederik Ringoot practices in the area of commercial law, with particular focus on
Data Protection, Privacy
and Security
Commercial Contracts

Data protection, soft intellectual property rights and IT. Frederik focuses on
assisting clients with the implementation of the General Data Protection
Regulation and regularly speaks on events regarding the GDPR.
Since 2013, Frederik has been assisting clients in several data protection related projects, drafting
Data Processing Agreements, Privacy statements, internal Privacy policies and Data Protection
Impact Assessments.

Dutch English French

Frederik assisted several international clients with CRM-related issues, often emerging during "fullscope" GDPR projects.
As of 2018, Frederik joined DLA Piper and worked for several international clients in the B2B and B2C sector.
Frederik followed a Data Protection Officer certification course at the Data Protection Institute.

LANGUAGES SPOKEN
Dutch
English
French

Assisting client in drafting a Data Protection Impact Assessment for a "smart watering solution"
Secondment for a large Belgian-based international company: full-scope GDPR project

Prior Experience
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2013 to 2018, Associate, Belgian law firm

Recognitions
Associate Frederik Ringoot is mentioned in the Legal 500, as being "well versed in privacy and data protection".

Education
HUBrussel and KULeuven, Master after Master IP and IT, cum laude, 2013
Ghent University, Master of Laws, cum laude, 2012
Certification Data Protection Officer - Data Protection Institute

Memberships
Member of the Brussels Bar (since 2013)

INSIGHTS

Publications
Dissertation Master after Matser IPT: "The right to be forgotten: a transatlantic comparison"
Dissertation Master of Laws: "Comparative advertising: a transatlantic comparison"
"The Data Protection Officer: what, when, who and why?"
"Obligation hyperlink ODR-platform (in Dutch)"
"BE AWARE: WATCHDOG: the Belgian Privacy Commission (finally) gets some teeth" "Your website is a source of income… for your
competitors. What now?"
"The European Court of Justice surprises friend and enemy on the Right to be forgotten"

Events
Frederik regularly gives seminars for clients on the implementation of the GDPR.
Frederik was key speaker during the TechData GDPR event and was a member of the "panel of experts", with representatives of
Microsoft, HPE.
Frederik was a key speaker for several other GDPR events organized by IT companies.
Frederik was guest lecturer for the course on "Big Data" organized by the University of Ghent (UGain).
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